FPGAs are everywhere, but debugging an FPGA-based system can be frustrating due to lack of adequate internal visibility. With bigger FPGAs that often contain whole systems, visibility becomes a huge issue. What are the tools that can be used for taking internal FPGA trace measurements and what techniques exist to maximize internal visibility using a fixed number of pins?

FPGA designers have two methods of taking internal trace measurements:

1. Routing nodes to pins and using a traditional external logic analyzer or scope.

2. Inserting a logic analyzer core into the FPGA design and routing out via JTAG, trace capture stored using internal FPGA memory.

Logic Analysis

Early in the design, FPGA developers make critical decisions, consciously or unconsciously, that determine how debug-able their design will be.

The most common method of getting internal FPGA visibility is with a logic analyzer. Internal nodes of interest are routed to pins that the analyzer probes. This approach offers deep memory traces where the cause of a problem and the effect can be separated by large time intervals and the resulting measurements can be time-correlated with other system events.

Traditional logic analysis provides both state and timing modes, so data can be captured asynchronously or synchronously. In timing mode, a designer can look at the relationship of signal transitions relative to one another. Using timing mode, logic analyzers gracefully measure asynchronous events that might escape simulation such as the FPGA interaction with other parts of the system.

In state mode, a designer has the ability to view buses relative to a state clock. State mode is particularly useful in debugging data path design when the value of the bus over time is important.

Effective real-world measurements require up-front planning. Early in the FPGA development process, designers specify a specific number of pins that will be dedicated to debug. This specification occurs early—and without the knowledge of what specific debug issues will present themselves during development. Traditional logic analyzers can only view signals routed to pins. The number of pins available for debug may not provide adequate visibility for the problem at hand, delaying project completion.
Logic Analysis: Minimizing Number of Pins Dedicated to Debug

One method of retaining internal visibility while reducing the number of pins dedicated for debug is inserting a switch mux into the design. (See Figure 1.) For example, while 128 internal nodes may need to be viewed when the FPGA design goes in circuit, it may be sufficient to trace 32 channels at a time. In this case, a mux can be implemented in the FPGA design to route out 32 nodes at a given time. To program the mux, a designer may switch which signals are routed by downloading a new configuration file, using JTAG, or via control lines on the mux. Test mux insertion must be carefully planned during the design phase. Otherwise a designer can end up in a situation where the nodes needed for debugging may not be accessible simultaneously.

A second method of minimizing the number of pins dedicated to debug is time-division multiplexing (TDM). TDM muxing, more common in prototyping where multiple FPGAs are used to prototype a single ASIC, can also be used to minimize pins dedicated to debug. This technique applies best when dealing with slower internal circuits.

Assume a 50 MHz design (20 ns between clock edges) with an 8 bit bus that needs in-circuit visibility. Using a 100 Mhz clock one can sample the lower 4 bits during the first 10 ns and the upper 4 bits during the second 10 ns. During each 20 ns cycle, all of the 8-bit debug information can be captured using only 4 pins. After a trace has been captured, combining consecutive 4-bit captures provides reconstruction of the 8-bit trace.

There are a couple of downsides of TDM muxing. If capturing the trace with a traditional logic analyzer, triggering becomes more complex and error prone. For example, triggering on an 8-bit pattern involves setting the logic analyzer trigger to look for a particular 4-bit pattern followed sequentially by another specific 4-bit pattern. However, the logic analyzer doesn’t know which 4-bits is the start of the 8-bit group and thus may trigger on a condition that matches the trigger setup—but not what the user had intended to trigger on.

As with all synchronous acquisition methods, the resulting measurement is cycle accurate. The designer loses timing relationship information between clock cycles. The TDM compression ratio is typically limited by single-ended pin speed and the acquisition speed (state mode) of the logic analyzer. For example, if the maximum single-ended pin speed is 200 Mhz and internal circuits are running up to 100 MHz, a 2:1 pin compression ratio is the maximum that can be achieved.

Figure 1. Insertion of a test mux gives the designer the ability to route out a subset of internal signals while minimizing pins dedicated to debug. The resulting trace is captured with a traditional logic analyzer such as the Agilent 16702B.
Mixed-Signal Oscilloscope

Designers can also connect debug pins to scopes. An MSO (Mixed-Signal Oscilloscope) can serve as a basic, easy to use tool for observing FPGA activity as well as observing signals on the FPGA boundary. Because an MSO offers 4 analog channels plus another 16 digital channels with deep memory capture, the MSO provides more advanced triggering and capture capabilities. The analog channels of an MSO or a standard oscilloscope offer insight into FPGA signal parametrics.

MSO limitations for FPGA debug include a maximum of 20 channels visibility and the inability of triggering or capturing trace synchronously. Depending on how difficult the debug situation, the MSO can serve as a starting point, and a logic analyzer can be brought in when more complex triggering, greater channels, or other logic analyzer capabilities are needed.

Figure 2. Mixed signal oscilloscopes provide powerful FPGA debug capabilities by combining 16 digital channels with up to 4 analog channels.
Logic Analysis Cores

As a given FPGA design matures, it may receive enhancements and changes. Over time the pins dedicated initially for debug are consumed by design enhancements. Or the design may have initially been pin limited. Another debug technology provides value in these situations.

Most FPGA vendors now offer internal logic analysis cores. (See Figure 3.) These pieces of IP can be inserted into the FPGA either pre- or post-synthesis. The core contains a trigger circuit and resources used to set up a measurement as well as internal RAM for trace storage. Inserting the logic analysis core into the design changes the timing of the design and hence most designers will leave the core in the design permanently.

The core is accessed via JTAG for in-circuit configuration as well as to pass captured data to a PC for viewing.

When using an internal logic analysis core, it is important to choose an FPGA with sufficient resources to allow the core and the design to route appropriately. Vendors typically specify the resources used by specific logic analysis cores. In the Xilinx case, one can divide the number of slices the core takes by the number of slices available in a particular device. Typically, if this ratio is less than 5%, the FPGA will have adequate resources to include the core.

Logic analysis cores have three main advantages.

1. They use no incremental pins. They are accessed via the dedicated JTAG pins already on the FPGA. This method of debug can be used for internal visibility even when no additional pins are available.

2. Simple probing. Probing involves routing nodes to the input of the internal logic analyzer. There is no need to worry about how to connect to the board and no signal integrity issues in getting valid information.

3. Logic analysis cores are inexpensive, logic analysis IP generally available for less than $1,000.

There are three primary trade-offs of using internal logic analysis cores.

1. The size of the core limits use of the core to large FPGAs. Additionally, because internal FPGA memory is used for trace, trace depths tend to be shallow.

2. Designers must give up internal memory for debug, memory they likely want to be able to use for the design.

3. Internal logic analyzers operate exclusively in state mode. They capture data synchronous to a specified clock and do not provide signal-timing relationships.

Figure 3. On-chip logic analyzer requires no incremental pins. The logic analysis configuration is downloaded over JTAG. The host computer uploads the resulting trace from internal FPGA memory to a hosted logic analysis viewer. An example of this technology is Xilinx ChipScope Pro.
Hybrids

Some FPGA vendors have begun working with traditional logic analysis vendors to combine technologies. (See figure 4.) As an example, Agilent and Xilinx co-developed 2M state deep memory for Xilinx’s ChipScope Pro.

The solution utilizes an internal logic analysis core for triggering. Once the core’s trigger condition is met, the core passes trace information to pins. The pins connect via a micror connector to a small external trace box. The solution can incorporate TDM muxing to reduce the number of pins dedicated to debug. Muxing compression can be 2:1 or 4:1, depended on the speeds of the internal circuit. Because trace is not stored internally, the IP core is smaller than a stand-alone ILA core with trace memory.

Figure 4. The first commercial instance of internal logic analysis with external storage comes from Agilent and Xilinx. They teamed to develop deep memory for ChipScope Pro. This technology offers a lighter logic analysis core and pin minimization using TDM multiplexing.
How to Decide

Traditional logic analysis and core-based logic analysis technologies are both useful. Upfront consideration of several factors will help determine when each is a better fit for your debug needs. Here are a few questions to help guide the decision of which will be most effective.

1. What type of debug problems do you expect to encounter? Simpler problems can be readily found with internal logic analyzers while traditional logic analyzers excel with sophisticated bugs.

2. In addition to state mode, will you need to capture timing information? If so, a traditional logic analyzer uniquely provides this value.

3. How deep of traces will be needed? Traditional logic analyzers go capture trace up to 64 M on each channel while internal logic analysis cores are better suited for shallow trace.

4. How many pins can be dedicated for debug? The smaller the number, the better the fit with an internal logic analyzer.

5. How much money does the team have to invest for new tools? While traditional logic analyzers start at $6 K for 32 channels, internal logic analyzers and accompanying waveform viewers start at less than $1 K.

6. What impact on the FPGA design is the team willing to tolerate? Internal cores work on large FPGAs exclusively and change the timing of the design. Routing signals out to traditional logic analyzers has less of an effect on the design and works with all sizes and types of FPGAs.

As FPGAs continue to incorporate more and more capabilities, the need for effective debug tools will become more critical. Upfront planning for internal visibility allows teams to incorporate the right debugging strategy to get their designs working quickly.
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